
6.111 Flash Example - Lorenzo Vigano 

Flash Set-Up 

First, we need to remove and establish 

some connections to flash. 

As seen to the right, comment out the 

preexisting flash connection.  Then, like in 

the image below, reroute them to ‘flash’. 

 It is important to make sure that everything thing that you’ve commented out is accounted 

for. We will talk about some of the other connections you see shortly. 

Flash Usage 

The ‘busy’ signal is your most important friend when working with flash. Flash is finicky 

and sometimes unpredictable. Sometimes it might take a slightly longer time to read or 

write data. If ‘busy’ is asserted, however, you know you’ll have to wait. Flash can be strange 

but busy will never lie to you. You can trust the ‘busy’ signal above all else. 

Below is a quick guide to the important signals when using Flash, and after that will be an 

example.  

Signals to manipulate 

● writemode 

○ Assert when you want to be in writemode. De-assert when you want to be in 

reading mode 

● wdata 

○ Data you want to write to Flash; 16 bits. 

 



● dowrite 

○ When you are in writing mode, assert for ONE CYCLE.  

○ Once asserted, Flash will start chugging away. It will assert its busy signal 

and take from you whatever data you have put on wdata.  

○ Flash will begin writing at address 0. You have to keep track of where you 

stored things. e.g. Picture one is stored from address 0 - 786432, and after 

that is picture two… and so on. 

○ Be sure to de-assert dowrite on the next clock cycle. 

● raddr 

○ The address you want to read from; 23 bits. 

○ Reading is generally much faster than writing 

● doread 

○ Very similar to dowrite 

○ When in reading mode, raddr will be the address it’ll read from, and it will 

place that data on frdata. Again, rely on the busy signal to know when the 

data on frdata is accurate.  

Due to the trickiness of timing with Flash, I recommend using an intermediary FIFO to 

pass data from wherever you are writing data to the Flash.  

Below is an example where I am receiving data from the USB, holding it in a FIFO, and 

then transferring it to the Flash. 

Remember, the beauty of Flash is that it is non-volatile. You can turn off the FPGA or even 

run a totally different .bit file and the Flash, unless you write over it of course, will be 

preserved. So, I uploaded images on to Flash, and then later I ran a different .bit file that 

would read from Flash and do all the fun photo editing stuff, thereby saving precious 

BRAM and registers.  

 

 

 



USB-FIFO-FLASH Example 

 

Above are the variable instantiations for both the Flash and USB/FIFO 

 

Above is a block of code that transfers data into the FIFO from the USB. USB was 8 bits at 

a time, but flash can hold 16 bits, hence this structure. This could be easily adapted if you 

wanted data instead from something else e.g. the AC97.  



 

Code Walkthrough  

I, first, used the ‘up’  button as my reset. After that, the code is pretty straight-forward. I 

connected switches to ‘writing’ and ‘reading’ so that I could easily control where I was. Also, 

remember that when reading, Flash puts the data on ‘frdata’. 

You may or may not have noticed ‘flashcounter’. This was a register that I used to slow 

things down. Originally, when I was working with Flash, I found that even when ‘busy’ is 



not asserted, Flash would act strangely if I passed it data too quickly over and over again. 

Because I didn’t mind the extra few seconds it took when I was uploading photos to flash, I 

added this feature. You could definitely make it faster and possibly even remove it.   

 

Debugging tips! 

● Make use of display_16hex and the LED’s. They can help a lot.  

Changing Defaults 

● In order to speed up the erase time for Flash, the default max address is not set to be 

as high as it could be. To change this, open the test_fsm.v file and change 

“parameter MAX_ADDRESS = 23'h030000;” to something larger if need be. This can 

be found on line 59. 

● Also, Flash is defaulted to erase itself on start up. This is good, but only for the first 

time. Later, we do not want this. Otherwise, we would be unable to power off and see 

the data another time (this is one of the main points of Flash). Change line 30 in 

flash_manager.v from “reg[2:0] state;” to “reg[2:0] state = 2;” 


